Our results show that the most promising approach to improving the capacity bounds in wireless ad hoc networks is to employ unlimited bandwidth resources, such as the Ultra Wide Band (vws
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless ad hoc network consists of nodes that communicate with each other over a shared wireless channel. Without the need for centralized infrastructure support, wireless ad hoc networks have many salient features such as ease of deployment, low cost and low maintenance. However, wireless radio signal attenuation and interference on the shared wireless mcdium impose new challenges in building large scale wireless ad hoc networks. A natud question is how the throughput scales with the number n of nodes in ths @pe of networks. In their ~e m i~l work. Gupta and Kumar [17] show that assuming each node can transmit with a constant rate. the per-node throughput capacity of a random wireless ad hoc network with n static nodes decreases with n as O(l/&).
Gupta and Kumar's result indicates that the network capacity "vanishes" as die number of nodes increases. Ttus pessimistic result has motivated many researchers to investigate different ways of increasing the capacity. We divide those methods into four classes and give a detailed discussion in Section 11. It seems that the most promising approach to improving the capacity bounds is to use the unlimited bandwidth (spectrum) resources, i.e.. the UWEL Since the approval of commercial use by the United States Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 2002. the UWB technologs. has received a great deal of attention in the wireIess community [IO] , [9]-[l] . UWB is defined as a y radro technology using a spectrum that occupies a bandwidth greater than 20 percent of the center frequency.
or a bandwidth of at least 5OOMHz. UWB tecluzology is most appropriate for short range conimunications (5 10 meters).
B! -Shannon's capacity tlieary~ UWB transmitters are capable of transmitting, with very low power, at a rate ranging from lOOMbps to 5OOMbps. The characteristics of UWB make it well suited for wireless sensor networks, in addition to wireless personal area nehvorlcs. such as smart home environments. In particular. wireless sensor nehvorks are expected to be deployed with high densities and sensors have very limited power supplies.
In and lower bounded by Cl( ( , o g n ) ( P + l j , 2 ) .
We notice there is a gap of order (10gn)~ between their lower bound and upper bound.
In this paper. under the same assumptions as those in [21], we tighten both the lower bound and upper bound of the network capacity to € J ( T &~-~) /~) * and thus close the gap between the two bounds derived in [21] . Although we investigate the same problem in 1211, we have used a dramatically different proof technique. Our derivation is based on the theory of percolation We expect the Same proof technique can be used to establish tighter bounds in several other related works.
In order to derive the capacity bounds in the aforeinentioned limit case. we derive an iniponant result on random geometric graphs. Given a Poisson point process with density n in a unit square in whch each link of length E between two points is given a weight C" where a > I, we show that if WO points have non-diminishng distance, the minimum weight path between them (which can be obtained using any shortest path algorithm) has weight at least in the order of n(1-a)/2, The upper bound is derived based on the above result. The lower bound is derived leverapg the technique used in [ll] .
[i2] (in a different context). The derivation is made by constructing a backbone network which consists of inany disjoint horizontal paths ancl disjoint vertical paths. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give a comprelmsive overview of reIated work on deriving the n(n -1 ) /2 0-7803-8968-9/05/$20.00 (C)2005 IEEE wireless capacity in Section 11. In Section 111, we discuss tlie background that pertains to the problem considered in the paper to facilitate derivation. Following that we derive the upper bound in Section IV and the lower bound in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss how the capaciq scales as the area increases and the node density is kept constant. We conclude the paper in Section VII.
11, RELATED WORK
In their gmundbrealung work [1711, Gupta and Kumar first derive the transport capacity of wireless ad hoc nehvork. Specifically, they assume that n. nodes are independently and uniformly mndomlp distributed, either on the surface of a three-dimensional sphere of unit area-or on a disk of unit area in the plane. that the destination is independently chosen as the node that is closest to a randomly located point (according to the uniform distribution), and that all nodes employ the same transmission range or power. ~hey'further assume hvo transmission models: protocol model and physical model. In the protocol model, a transmission from node 1:
to j is successful if and only if (i) In addition to the drfference in the scenario, these bounds are based on a simple "listen and transmit" pmtocol, which may not be optimal in terms of the capacity-power-bandwidth tradeoff.
B. W r k that Derive the Capaci@ &~n d Under Different .4ssuntptions
Some other researchers study capacity bounds under different (usually more realistic) assumptions. Dousse and Thiran [XI. show the available rate per node decreases as @ ( l / n ) under the assumption that the attenuation function is uniformly bounded at the origin. Their derivation is based on the physical model. Toumpis and Goldsmith 1251 study the network capacih under a general fading channel model. They show that in a static network. each node can send data to its destination with a rate of B(n-1/2(logn)-3/Z). In a mobite network each of the n mobile nodes can acheve the same (in a large-area network), assuming some natural signal attenuation law. and the upper bound is sharp for regular planar networks where the nodes reside at integer lattice sites in a square.
Some other researchers develop capacity bounds under different traffic patterns. Gastpar and Vetterli I141 consider the same physical model as in [17], but a Werent traffic pattern, namely the rela-v troflc pattern. There exists only one (randomly chosen) source-destination pair and all other nodes serve as relay nodes. They show that if arbitrarily complex network coding is allowed, the upper bound and lower bound of the capacity of a wireless network with n nodes under the relay traffic pattern meet asymptotically at O(1ogn) as the number n of nodes in the network goes to infinity. Marc0 et al. study the network capacity under the mun.v-to-one scenario where there is o d y one destination and even. node needs to transmit packets to the destination They show thai per node capacity scales its Q ( l / n ) as the number n of nodes increases. This is due to the bottleneck at the single destination.
In [24]. Tounipis studies the capacity bounds of three classes of wireless networks under fading channels. The first class is asymmetric networks where there are n source nodes and around nd destination nodes, and each source picks a destination at random. The author shows that if 1/2 < d < 1, an aggregate throughput of R(n1/2(logn)L3/2) is achievable;
is achievable. In both cases. the aggregate throughput is upper bounded by O(nd log n). The second class is cluster networks where there are n client nodes and around nd cluster heads.
Each client communicates with one of the cluster heads, but the particular choice of the clusier head is not important. He shows in this setting, the maximum aggregate throughput i s lower bounded by Q(d(logn)-') and upper bounded by O(nd logn). The third class is hybrid nehVOrkS where there are n wireless nodes and nd base stations, and the base stations are connected through wired lines and ody used to support the operation of wireless nodes. He shows that if 1/2 < d < 1, the maximum aggregate throughput is lower bounded by f?(nd(logn)-') and if 0 [12] close the gap between the capacity upper bound and lower bound in Gupta and Kumar's original results [17] under the physical model.
They use percoladon theoy to devise a routing strategy n k c h aclueves a per node capacity bounds of €)(l/fi).
BACKGROUND
The objective of this paper is to derive lower and upper bounds on the capacity of wireless ad hoc networks that use arbitrarily large bandwidth. The derivation is made based on some of the results in [21] . For cotnpleteness of the paper. we highlight the results in 1211 that perbin to our derivation. We starl with the assumptions on the system model and die performance inetrics that define the feasible rate.
A. Asstiriiptions on the $vsreni Model
We consider a square of unit area, in which nodes are distributed according to a Poisson point process of intensity n. Each node has a power constraint WO. The underlying communication system has an ahitrariiy large bandwidth E (i.e.+ 3 4 03). An ambient Gaussian noise model with the power spectral density of N0/2 and the signal noise power loss Specifically, let X i denote node i's position and WIj the transmission power of node i to node j . The power constraint on each node W b implies that GT' k A Eli ! T k j 5 WO. Let gij denote the power loss between node i and j and gi3 = !.Xi --Xjl-". The STNR of the transmission from node i to node j can be computed as where I is the set of nodes that are simultaneousl}-transmitting.
B. Performance Metric
All nodes send trafic at a rate of r ( n ) nab per second to their corresponding destinations. We pick umfonly and randomly source-destination pairs, so that each node is exactly the destination of one source. A uniform throughput ~( n ) is feasible if there exists a muting and scheduling scheme that can satisfy the throughput requirement of ~( n ) nats per second for each sourcedestination pair. The maximum feasible uniform throughput is the uniform throughput capacity, and is the performance metric studied in this paper.
The objective is to bound the uniform throughput capacir), by a function of n. Since the underlying nehvork is random, so is the capacity. The capacity bounds are often derived to be certain fuctions with high probability ( w h p . ) ? i.e., with probability approaching 1 as the density n -+ 00. Specifically we say that the unrfonn throughput capacity ~( n ) is of order f ( n ) ) .
C. Bandwidth Scaling
It has been shown in [21] that with high probability no pair of nodes has a distance less than k, and if the bandwidth scales as fast as @(n(n2 10gn)~/')), the interference is negligible with respect to ambient noise. Since the bandwidth is arbitrarily large, each link's Shannon capacity r;j is proportional to the received power. i.e.,
n--oo n-os
The bandwidth requirement for E,q. (5) to hold is later reduced to @(n,(Q+1)/2) in 1211.
D. Uptimali? of CDM4 hL4C
It is shown in [Zl] that CDMA performs as well as any other optimal scheduling scheme under the assumptions of UWB and bounded power. This means the optimal capacity can be achieved by all nodes simultaneously transmitting without applying TDMA or FDMA scheme.
Iv. AN UPPER BOUND ON THROUGHPUT CAPACITS
The upper bound is derived under a relaxed assumption that the average power constraint of all the nodes is WO, instead of that each node a power consmnt WO. This is sufficient because the upper bound under a more relaxed assumption is clearly an upper bound under a more restricting assumption.
As has been proved in [21], the optimal route that maximizes the throughput capacity under this relaxed 'assumption is the minimum power route for each source-destination pair, because minimizing the power consumption of a route for each source destination pair is equivalent to minimizing the Intuitively. since the average power consumption on each route is bounded? the achievable rate ~i is determined by the bounds on the power rate defined as
located to the grid where the destination is located, then we can form a route from the source to the destination by picking one node from each grid on the path. 
A . Constructioii of the Site Percolation Model
We divide the area into grids of edge length ~/,h as depicted in Fig. 1 . By adjusting the constant CO, we can adjust the probability that a grid contains at least one node: (9) A grid is said to be open if it contains at least one node, and closed otherwise. Two grids are said to be adjacent if they share an edge or a vertex. Any grid is thus adjacent to 8 other grids. For notational convenience, we u5e (i) a p t h to refer to a list of grids such that any two neighboring grids in the list are adjacent: and (ii) a mute to refer to a list of wireless nodes that are actually used to transport packets from the source to the destination. By convention in graph theory: we assume a path does not include any grid twice, except that its first grid may be the same as the last grid. A path is said to be open (closed) if all the grids on the path are open (closed).
As a first step, we observe that if there is an open path in the percolation mode1 fmm the grid where the source.is P ( a grid contains at least one node) = 1 -e-'$ p . 
Derivation of Upper Boi117d uf hTeniwrh-Ccrpacilv
We are now ready to prove the following result. Note that the results can be applied to other fields such as random geometric graphs.
Theorem 1 ilssutne that tiodes nre distributed in a iinir squnre area according to u Poissor~ point process with clerisiq n. q t h e clistnnce between n soiir~e-c?~stInatro~~ pair is di 2 E > 0, the power rate Q; {Eq (7)) of ihe i?iiniiiiiint power route behveepr them is at least c l n ( 1 -a ) / 2 w.h.p. for some constam CI > 0.
Spc!fical&
us n -, 00, for sut71e constant c1 c2 > 0.
Proof: For any mute behveen the source and the destination, we can construct a walk (which may include some grids more than once) in the site percolation model by including all the grids that intersect with the route. The walk can be further trimmed into a path which contains the minimum number of closed grids by removing unnecessary grids (see an illustration in Fig. 2) . We denote T* as an optimally trimmed path that contains the minimum number of closed grids. In what follows. we bound the probability that the optimally trimmed path T' contains at most c 3 f i closed grids, where cs is a constant yet to be determined. p', the optimally whn"md path T * contains more than c g f i closed grids with probability at least pl 1-.exp( -e2 fi).
Without loss of generality, we assume T* is constructed from the minimum power router. For each closed grid on T*, there is exclusively one line segment with length at least d/,h completely contained in a link on the minimum power route. This is because for each closed grid y, there must be a link E on the route that crosses the grid either from two parallel sides of the grid g or from two adjacent sides of g.
In the former case, the line segment on the link contained inside the grid g has length at least d/@. In the latter case, we consider two neighbor gnds of g that also intersect with the link 1. At least one of them is either not closed or not on the optimally trimmed path T* (otherwise, we can remove the closed grid g from the path T * ) . (-$=)a = c&'n(1La)/2 with probability at least p l . Let c1 = c3@. We obtain 8 ProuJ Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain Let J denote the set of routes with the distance behveen the source-destination pair at least 6. By Lemma 3. we lme n / S 5 IJJ 5 2n wh.p.. Summing over all the routes in J , we have
Since we are interested in the uniform capacity bound r ( n ) The foliowing results are intuitively true and a tedious but rigorous proof is given in Appendix I.
Lemma 3 (0 W.hp., the number of nodes in the jeId is between nl2 nnd 2n.
achieved by all mutes, we l w e
In Theorem 1, we have shown that there exist cl, cz > 0 such that for a given source destination pair i with distance at least E . Without loss of generality, we can assume IJI I 2n because othenvise we may only keep the first 2n routes in J . Thus
The right equation in the above converges to 0 as R + W.
Thus. w.h.p. we have at least 4 8 routes. each with at least "power ~~n ( ' -" ) /~.
In addition, w h p . the total power of all routes in J is at most 2nW0 by Lemma 3fi). Plugging these results into Eq. (22), we obtain that w h p . In order to derive a Iower bound on the throughput capacity.
we leverage a routing scheme used in 1111. [12] . We show that the routing scheme can achieve a capacity bound that is of the same order of the upper bound we have derived in Section IV. For completeness of the paper. we summarize the routing scheme first. The routing scheme lays a wireless backbone network that carries packets across the network at the desired rate. The backbone network is coniposed of short hops (and hence is able to txansmil at high rates), and is obtained through the percolation theory.
To construct the backbone network. we divide the area into square grids of edge length cs/(2&). The new grid system is depicted in Fig. 4 (a) . Note that the gnd system is constructed di€ferentl?p from that in Section IV. As depicted in Fig. 4  (b) , we draw a horizontal edge across half of the grids and a vertical edge across the others. An edge is said to be open if there exists at least one node (from the Poisson point process)
in the grid that contains the edge and closed othenvise. In this way we obtain a bond percolation model. The probability that an edge is open is independent of all other edges, and can be espressed as 
B. Rouring in the Backbone iVetwork
Packets are transported from sources to destinations in the above backbone network via three phases: draining phase, backbone phase. and deiivety phase. In the first (draining) phase, the source sends packets directly to a node on a horizontal path of the backbone neh70rk. In the second (backbone) phase, packets are transported along the horizontal path and reach a vertical path In the third (delkey) phase, a node in the vertical path sends packets directly to the destination In what follows we discuss the detailed operations in each phase. 1) Draining phase: In the draining phase. packets are carried fmm the source to the backbone network. We first evenly divide the square area into pm horizontal slabs of width 1 Now since there are exactly as many slabs as horizontal
paths, we can enforce that nodes in the ith slab send their packets using the ith horizontal path. More precisely, an entry point in the ith horizontal path can be assigned to each source in the ith slab. As shown in Fig. 5 , the entv point is chosen lo be the node OD the ith horizontal path that is closest to the vertical line drawn from the source point. By Lemma 4, the &stance between a source and its comsponding enw point is never larger than (cg/&) log ( 2,) Backbone phase: Similarly we can &vide the square area imo pm vertical slabs. Once a packet is transmitted to the entrq. point, it is carried along the corresponding horizontal path until it reaches the crossing point with the target verticaI path The target vertical path is determined by the vertical slab that contains the destination node, i.e. if the destination is in the ith veaical shb, the target vertical path is the ith vertical path The following result is proved in [ 111:
Lemma 5 The probability that each slob contains less than cs&/fi nodes tends io one wheri n -+ 00.
3) Deliver?, phase: In the dehvey phase, packets are transporled from the exit point of the vertical path to the destination directly. The exit point for a given destination is defined as a node in the grid on the vertical path whose center (i.e.. the center of the grid) is closest to the horizontal line drawn from the destination Agais the destination from the exit point to the destination is at most (c5/&) log(&/cs) + cg/&.
C. dchievable Throughpui
We now show that the achievable throughput using the routing scheme presented in Section V-B is at least an* where cg > 0 is to be determined later. Clearly it 1s sufficient ta show this is true in each phase of the routing scheme. 
Pmof: See Appendix 11.
Again the maximum distance between an exit point and the corresponding destination node is (cs/&) (log(&/cg) + 1). Using Lemma 6 and Eq (6), we can conclude that, wh.p., the power consumption of every exit point is less than Clearly, when n is d c i e n t l y large, C6 can be chosen sufficiently smIl (but independent of n) to satisfy the power consumption constraint ( 5 WO) for each exit point.
In summm, we have proved the lower bound of the network capacity as follows. 
VI. D~s c u s s r o~s
ilreo Resealing: Since the assumption of unit area is an abstraction of the real world with larger area, we consider the rescaled network where the side length of the square is L and the node density in the rescaled network is no. Thus if we envision the side length L as I unit, the nehvork density in the unit area is n = noL2. Ln the rescaled network, we keep the density no fised and let L + 00. Since the edge length in the rescaled network is multiplied by L, the power rate function is multiplied by For the upper bound, Theorem 1 should be revised to that i f a source and a destiriaiiori have distance at least eL, the total power rate Qi of the niininium pawer mute between ihem is af least q n ( l -a j / 2 L a ) = n ( n 1 / 2 no -Q/Z ). Thus by Eq. (20), the upper bound of the per node capacity is of order n-1/2. For the lower bound, since the transmission distance in the backbone network is upper bounded by a constant, the transmission rate in the backbone is lower bounded by a constant. Since each node in the backbone is responsible to relay traffics for @I&) sourcedestination pairs. the achievable rate is at least n(l/,h). It is not hard to verify that the draining phase and the dehery phase can also achieve this rate since they are not the bottleneck. This is not surprising because the assumption of bounded power in the unit-area network is equivalent to that the power of each node is of order @ ( L a ) = Q(nR/') in the rescaled (large-area) network. By Eq. (5), the rate o f each link is proportional: to the transmission power. So if in the rescaled network each node has transmission power @(n"/')? the (per node) network capacity is still @(n(a-')/z).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper. we have derived lower and upper bounds of the uniform capacity of a power constrained wireless ad hoc nehvork with an &itrarily large bandwidth. The problem was first introduced and studied in [2 11. We close the gap between the lower and upper bounds that exist in 1211 and show that both the bounds scale as 8(n("-')/*). Contmy to the results in [17], we demonstrate an increasing per-node throughput capacity as the number n of wireless nodes increases. This is because the bandwidth (spectrum) is assumed to scale with the density of nodes. and the throughput of each link is determined by the Shannon capacity instead of being a constant as in 1171.
In order to derive the aforementioned capacity bounds, we have also derived an impoltant result on random geometric graphs: if the distance between two points in a Poisson point process with density n is non-diminishing, the minimum power route requires power rate at Least ~( n ( l -~) (ii) Let ili be the number of nodes in the field. By (i) w.h.p., N 2 n/2. Now conditioning on N 2 n/2, all nodes' locations are uniformly independently distributed on the unit square area. Let di be the distance between the ith sourcedestination pairs and d: be the distance between the ith sourcedestination pairs under Torus convention (for a definition see 
Thus w.h.p., the number of pairs with distance at least E is at 0 least 3 N ' / 4 = N / 4 2 n/S.
APPENDIX I1
PROOF OF L E M M A 6
By the choice of the esit points, a given exit point i will only be responsible to the destination nodes in a Kctangle of size not larger than (l/(&'%/c5)) x (cg/&).
The number Aft of nodes inside this area has Poisson The nght equation tends to 0 as n 3 00. Therefore, w.hp.. even. exit point needs to deliver packets to at most c7 logn destinauons.
